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• What Property Was Intended To Be Covered?

• While located where?

• When?

• For what Risks?
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Claim #1

• Claim Made By Lessor to Its Insurer
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New Hampshire Ins. Co. v. Martech USA, Inc. 
993 F.2d 1195 (5th Cir.1993)

• Policies effective 4/24/86-88

• In 1984 Martech in Louisiana leased several 
pieces of equipment to Aquaservice, a Brazilian 
company, for an underwater pipeline repair 
project for the Brazilian national oil company.

• No. 1 & 2 SAT System, ROV Scorpio, & SIMRAD
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ROV Scorpio
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• February 1987, Martech informed by one of its
mechanics who inspected the equipment in
Brazil that some components of the No. 2 SAT
System were missing, but there was no report of
damage to the remaining equipment.

• January 1988, Martech received “unconfirmed”
information that other pieces of its equipment
had been damaged.
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• In March 1989, Martech sent a report of its
losses (damaged and missing equipment) to its
insurers after it inspected and inventoried the
equipment when it was returned to the United
States.

• Martech attributed delay in reporting to the
Brazilian government’s failure to cooperate in
the return of the equipment to the United States.
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Claim denied

• Coverage

• Lack of proof that loss occurred during policy 
periods.

• Exclusions:

• Mysterious disappearance

• Entrustment exclusion

• Conditions:

• Untimely notice
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Case Dismissed:
• Martech could not satisfy its burden of proving 

that the loss occurred during the policy periods 
4/24/86-88.

• Evidence did not preclude the possibility that the 
No. 2 SAT System missing parts were lost before 
4/24/86.

• Evidence did not preclude the possibility that 
remaining equipment was damaged after 
4/24/88.
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Claim #2

• Claim Made By Vendor With Property Of Others 
In Its Care to Its Insurer
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Factory Mut. Ins. Co. v. Lexington Ins. Co., 
2003 WL 329050 (W.D. Kentucky 2003)

• Barnhart Crane and Rigging Co. provided 
rigging services for Siemens for the movement of 
a large electrical power generator involved in the 
construction of a power plant.

• While offloading from a railcar, the generator 
fell and incurred substantial damage.
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• Barnhart made a claim under its policy for 
damage to the generator.

• Manuscript form policy provided coverage for all 
real and personal property and contractors 
equipment of the insured “or similar property in 
the insured’s care custody or control for which 
the insured may be liable…”
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Claim Denied and suit followed.  Court held:

• Contractors equipment is covered up to 
$15,000,000 per schedule on file with company.

• Policy Schedule does not list the generator.

• No coverage for unscheduled contractors 
equipment of the Insured.
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• The generator is not real or personal property, so 
the only category of insured property is “similar 
property in the Insured’s care, custody, or 
control for which the Insured may be liable.”

• Court held “similar property” must be similar to 
the contractors equipment of the Insured, which 
is listed on the schedule.
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There is a Big Difference

Power station generator Portable generator
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Case Dismissed:

• Not Covered Property

• Generator is not similar to the contractors 
equipment scheduled under the policy.

• Generator was a massive electrical power 
generator designed to be operated by a local power 
utility.

• Schedule of contractors equipment consists of 
cranes, rigging equipment, etc.
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Claim #3

• Claim Made By Owner to Its Insurer
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Nord Excavating Inc. v. Northland Ins. Co. 
2010 WL 1326533 (D. Idaho 2010)

• 1993 Dresser 256 Dozer
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• Notice of Loss – Vandalism

• Allegedly someone tampered with engine by 
placing rocks and debris in the valve covers 
causing engine to fail.

• Insurer inspected equipment, interviewed 
witnesses, tested oil, and found:

• Excessive bearing wear

• High levels of metal and antifreeze in the oil

• No rocks in the oil pan.
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Claim denied:

• Mechanical breakdown

• Wear and tear

• Antifreeze washed engine oil off the engine 
bearings.

• Faulty maintenance
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Insured’s Response During Litigation:

• Its expert inspected seven months after the loss.

• Its expert found excessive amounts of dirt stuck 
to the bottom and sides of the oil pan.

• Opined that someone had placed dirt and rocks 
in the engine.
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Court held:

• Evidence presented a “Battle of the experts”

• Question of fact for a jury to decide.
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Claim #4

• Claim Made By Lessee to Its Insurer
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19-Foot Electric Scissor Lift
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• Oct. 3, Contractor rented scissor lift from United
Rentals for use at multi-building project.

• It was scheduled to be returned on October 10.

• Oct. 8, contractor’s employees left it on a loading 
dock so United Rentals could pick it up.

• Contractors employees left that jobsite, with no 
intent to return.

• United Rentals was not called at that time.

• Access to building loading dock required a badge
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• Contractor continued to receive bills for the lift 
in October.

• Contractor assumed it was being used elsewhere 
by its employees.

• On December 18, contractor determined the lift 
was not in use and notified United Rentals to 
retrieve it.

• It could not be located.
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“I left it right there”
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• Jan 20, contractor filed a police report of the 
missing lift.

• Informed building security at that time.
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Claim Denied: 
Not Covered Property:

A. Coverage

We will pay for "loss" to Covered Property from any of the Covered
Causes of Loss.

1. Covered Property, as used in this Coverage Form, means
contractor's equipment and tools that are owned by you or are under
"long term" lease to you and are described in the Declarations schedule
of Covered Property.

. . .

E. Definitions

"Long term" means twelve (12) consecutive months or more.
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No Extended Coverage:

Under Contractor’s Equipment, Equipment Leased
Or Rented From Others Coverage Endorsement,
form, Coverage under the Contractor's Equipment
Scheduled Coverage Form is extended for
equipment rented for less than 12 consecutive
months, but only "while such property is in your
care, custody or control."
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EXCLUDED:
3. Covered Causes of Loss

Covered Causes of Loss means Risks of Direct Physical “Loss” to the 
Covered Property except those causes of “loss” listed in the Exclusions.

. . .

Exclusions

. . .

We will not pay for a “loss” caused by or resulting from any of the 
following:

. . .

c. Unexplained disappearance or shortage found upon taking  
inventory.
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EXCLUDED:
2. We will not pay for a "loss" caused by or resulting from any of the following:

. . .

b. Dishonest or criminal acts by you, your partners, managers, directors, officers,
trustees, employees (including leased employees) or authorized representatives or
anyone with an interest in the property (including their employees and authorized
representatives) or anyone else (other than a carrier for hire) to whom you entrust
the property:

1. acting alone or in collusion with others;

2. whether or not occurring during the hours of employment.  

This exclusion does not apply to acts of destruction by your employees (including leased 
employees), but theft by employees (including leased employees) is not covered.

CM 76 45 (Ed. 10/05).
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Stolen by Entrusted Party

The lift was left in a building, a secured location, with the
trust and confidence that the building's security would
protect it from theft until it was retrieved by United
Rentals.

The lack of any explanation by the building’s security as to
the whereabouts of the lift, coupled with no signs for forced
entry, suggests that the building’s security allowed and/or
facilitated the removal of this large piece of equipment from
the premises by someone who had no right to its
possession.
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• Conditions:

• Notify the Police if a law may have been 
broken.

• Give us prompt notice of the loss or damage.

• Month delay prejudiced ability to investigate 
the loss / retrieve security video.
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Lessor’s Claim?

• Exclusions for 

• Mysterious disappearance

• Entrustment???
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Claim #5
Claim by owner to carrier
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Case Excavator
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• Policy period: August 31, 2013 until it was 
cancelled on March 5, 2014

• Case Excavator reportedly stolen October 11, 
2013

• Last parked on neighbor’s property
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• Investigation revealed that:

• Excavator had been left unattended on 
neighbor’s land for approximately two years 

• Neighbor scrapped excavator in May 2013
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Claim Denied: 
• Not Covered Property 

– ownership relinquished through abandonment

• Loss Outside Policy Period 

– scrapped several months before policy inception

• No “Loss” – “accidental loss or damage”

– property abandoned

• Entrustment exclusion if not abandoned.

• Fraud
• See also First Class Shreders, Inc. v. Employers Mut. Cas. Co., 2016 

WL 7242143 (E.D. Mich 2016)(car crusher placed in yard for several 
years.  Employee went to retrieve it, but it was gone and where it 
was parked was repaved.)
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Claim #6
Claim by owner to carrier
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Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Harry Johnson 
Plumbing & Excavating Co.  
2017 WL 5632943 (E.D.Wash 2017)

12G   Grader    Est. Val. $59,000 14H Grader Est. Val $170,000
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Claim

• 14H grader added to policy.

– no serial number provided

• Reportedly stolen from jobsite near bridge reconstruction project 11 
months later

• Insured could not locate serial number/bill of sale in records

• Project inspection reports listed only one grader – 12G

• 5 witnesses during claim investigation saw only one grader and 
photographed it – the 12G

• Insured allegedly owned 14H grader for years, but prior carrier did 
not insure it.

• County Tangible Personal Property Listing declared only 12G grader 
-- at est. val. of $1,425.

• 12G grader still in equipment yard.
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Claim Denied

• No evidence of a covered loss

• Fraud

• Insurable interest 

– existence of property in question
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Claim #7
Claim by Lessor to its carrier
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Rented Bulldozer Commandeered By 
Government to Assist in Recovery
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• Exclusion:

• Government Action - loss caused by 
confiscation by government authority?

• Acts or Decisions – caused by acts of any … 
government body?

• Rust?
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Lessee’s Insurer Denies Coverage

• Lessor’s coverage for Contingent Interest Leased 
Property

• Lessee’s Insurer will not communicate with 
Lessor’s Insurer.
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Claim #8
Claim by Lessor to its Lessee’s carrier
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Sierra Equip. v. Lexington Ins. Co.
2016 WL 9559893 (N.D. Tex. 2016) aff’d (5th Cir. May 15, 2018)

• Lexington issued policy to LWL covering Construction 
Equipment it leased from Sierra.

• Lease between Sierra and LWL required LWL to procure 
insurance on the leased equipment.

• Lease did not require LWL to procure insurance adding 
Sierra as an additional insured.

• LWL policy issued without mentioning Sierra.

• Per the lease, LWL was to provide copy of policy to 
Sierra, but did not.
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LWL Files for Bankruptcy

• During the bankruptcy proceedings, after Sierra 
inventoried the leased equipment, it discovered 
that much of its equipment had been damaged, 
lost or destroyed.

• Sierra discovered the Lexington policy and made 
a claim, which was denied.
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Court decision:

• The lease “does not include any language 
creating a duty that LWL procure insurance for 
Sierra’s benefit or with Sierra as an additional 
insured.”

• Sierra had no standing to bring a direct action 
against Lexington.
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